The reliability of today's power system is in the order of 99.9% available, which is "Three Nines" reliability or about 8 hours of outage a year for a typical consumer. Some consumers (like hospitals, airports, and military bases) require better than Three Nines reliability, and have installed reliability stand-by generating systems. Today, requests for better than "Three Nines" reliability come from industry and homeowners.
Even with improvements, the traditional power grid cannot provide much better than Three or Four Nines reliability. Limitations come from uncontrollable events like the weather and from the expense of designing the network for higher Nines.
Homeowners expect reliability on the order of 99.9999% ("Six Nines") or 30 seconds of outage a year. However, even this level is not acceptable for industry using sensitive electronic equipment which requires at least 99.9999999% or "Nine Nines" reliability or essentially no outages. Both custom power equipment and stand-alone generation are needed to come close to this performance level. Custom power equipment typically use power electronic components which respond very quickly and support system voltage from seconds-tominutes using stored energy in capacitors. Other power conditioning techniques include flywheels and superconducting devices.
Growing requirements for high reliability have focused interest on distributed generation (sometimes called dispersed generation) and power electronic devices. When combined with the grid, high Nines reliability is possible. Even when custom power equipment is not required (for Six Nines reliability), distributed generation must be used. The resulting impact will be growth in distributed generation.
Distribution systems in the USA are mainly radial circuits designed for power to flow in one direction. In response to the growing need for higher reliability, a loop scheme (LS) supply was developed. LS protection and control is more complex than a conventional, radial feeder. The addition of distributed generation further complicates protection schemes and associated control equipment. If not properly handled, lower reliability and even a reduction in power quality can result. To demonstrate the complexity when DGs are used with LSs, Section II first presents LS operation without DGs. Section III adds technical aspects for DG integration, describes LS operation with DGs, and outlines protection requirements. Section IV describes latest technology recloser control and multifunction relay designs and how they impact the control of LSs and DGs.
I. INTRODUCTION
The reliability of today's power system is in the order of 99.9% available, which is "Three Nines" reliability or about 8 hours of outage a year for a typical consumer [1] . Some consumers (like hospitals, airports, and military bases) require better than Three Nines reliability, and have installed reliability stand-by generating systems. Today, requests for better than "Three Nines" reliability come from industry and homeowners. Even with improvements, the traditional power grid cannot provide much better than Three or Four Nines reliability. Limitations come from uncontrollable events like the weather and from the expense of designing the network for higher Nines.
Homeowners expect reliability on the order of 99.9999% ("Six Nines") or 30 seconds of outage a year. However, even this level is not acceptable for industry using sensitive electronic equipment which requires at least 99.9999999% or "Nine Nines" reliability or essentially no outages. Both custom power equipment and stand-alone generation are needed to come close to this performance level. Custom power equipment typically use power electronic components which respond very quickly and support system voltage from seconds-to-minutes using stored energy in capacitors. Other power conditioning techniques include flywheels and superconducting devices.
Definitions used in this paper: Local EPS is an Electric Power System (EPS) contained entirely within a single premise or group of premises. Area EPS is an EPS serving Local EPSs. Point of Common Coupling (PCC) is the point at which a Local EPS is connected to an Area EPS. Distributed Resource (DR) is a source of real electric power not directly connected to the bulk power transmission system. It includes both generators and energy storage technologies. Distributed Generation (DG) are electric generation facilities connected to an Area EPS through the PCC (a subset of DR).
II. LOOP SCHEME OPERATION
Loop schemes (LSs) are commonly used in the USA since they can reduce outages on a faulted feeder by as much as 50% when compared to radial feeders. LSs include three or five reclosers with programmable controls to operate either in sectionalizing or tie mode operation. In the sectionalizing mode, LSs sense voltage on the source side of a normally closed recloser and are activated when that voltage is lost. In the tie mode, LSs sense voltage on both sides of a normally open recloser and are activated when voltage is lost on either. (Figure 1 ). Three-recloser loop scheme consists of reclosers 1B, 2B, and 1C coordinated with circuit breakers/reclosers 1A and 2A. When a fault occurs at F1, feeder recloser or breaker (1A) opens and locks out. The LS control on recloser 1B senses loss of source-side voltage and the LS control at tie recloser 1C senses voltage loss on its 1B side. Timers begin in both controls. The time delay at recloser 1B expires first, opens and locks out. The time delay at recloser 1C expires next, closes and restores service to the unfaulted feeder on section between 1B and 1C.
Three-Recloser Loop Scheme Operation
For a fault at location F2, recloser 1B opens and locks out after its fault protection sequence. Recloser 1C senses voltage loss on its 1B side. After its time delay expires, recloser 1C closes and senses fault current, then trips and locks out. The unfaulted portion of the feeder, between 1A and 1B, remains in service. All these recloser operations happen rapidly and automatically as directed by the recloser controls. Only faulted sections of the feeder are isolated. No service labor is required. No administrative or centralized control action is needed. When the 1C recloser time delay expires, its control reverts to a programmed alternate minimum trip setting to prepare for coordinated fault protection while being back-fed. When the 1D recloser time delay expires, recloser 1D closes. After these automatic operations, the faulted section of the feeder is isolated, having two-thirds of the section in service. For faults at F2, 1B will operate and lock out following predefined protection sequence. Reclosers 1C and 1D sense loss of voltage and start their timers. Recloser 1C delay expires first, and its control reverts to its alternate minimum trip levels with its momentary non-reclosing feature. When recloser 1D delay expires, it closes. Recloser 1C will sense fault current, trip, and lock out. Outages due to fault F2 are automatically limited to a small portion of the feeder.
A fault at location F3 initiates events similar to that described for a fault at F2. Reclosers 1C and 1D will open in sequence, limiting F3 outage to one-third of the feeder; i.e., two-thirds of the loop remains in service.
In both cases, fault current flows only in one direction. Non-directional overcurrent protection with automatic change of alternate minimum trip levels provides adequate protection. 
III. LOOP SCHEME OPERATION WITH DGS
It is expected DGs will be widely used to provide reliable power at competitive prices. For integration into existing power grids, a standard is under development [2] that includes technical specifications and requirements for interconnecting 10 MVA or smaller units. However, this document does not provide a method for determining practicality, on whether the EPS has appropriate current and voltage ratings, and other relevant characteristics to allow interconnection. It does not prescribe methodologies for determining system limitations or DG unit protection and operating requirements. The user is responsible for identifying suitable methods. Therefore, extensive system analysis is needed for DG integration to be successful.
The next three subsections include technical aspects for DG integration, requirements for LS operation with DGs, and protection requirements.
Technical Specifications and Requirements for DG Interconnection
To demonstrate the complexity and variety of technical specifications for DG interconnection, this section lists technical issues needing consideration [2] . Figure 3 illustrates DG integration in an Area EPS. It is assumed that the DG generated voltage shall follow, and not attempt to oppose or regulate the voltage at Bus 1. Integration with Area EPS Grounding. The interconnection of DGs with Area EPS must be compatible with the neutral grounding method used in Area EPS. Maximum phase-to-ground voltages (on unfaulted phases in Area EPS multi-grounded four-wire systems) during singlephase-to-ground faults with the Area EPS source disconnected shall not exceed voltages that would occur during faults with Area EPS source connected and no DGs.
Synchronization
Voltage Disturbances. The DG interconnection device shall cause the DG to cease to energize the Area EPS within the specified time if voltages depart outside specified limits. Frequency Disturbances. All DG units shall follow associated Area EPS frequency within the specified range and shall disconnect from Area EPS if the frequency goes outside the range.
Disconnection for Faults. Large DGs or DG applications with weak distribution systems shall be equipped with current-based protective devices with ground fault protection suitable for detecting Area EPS faults.
Loss of Synchronism. Larger synchronous generator DGs connected to weak systems shall be equipped with protective functions for detecting loss of synchronism (outof-step, pole slipping) and be disconnected from the Area EPS.
Feeder Reclosing Coordination. If an Area EPS protection function initiates trip of an Area EPS protective device in reaction to a fault in Area EPS, the DG unit must coordinate with Area EPS reclosing practices for that protective device. Power Quality. Voltage flicker and DC and harmonic current injections into Area EPS at the PCC must meet specified limits.
Islanding. For an unintentional island in which the DG and a portion of Area EPS remain energized through the PCC, the DG shall cease to energize the Area EPS. Intentional islanding is under consideration [2] .
Loop Scheme Design and Operation with DGs
Three-recloser and five-recloser LSs described in Section 2 commonly operate with tie reclosers 1C and 1D normally open (Radial LSs). One reason was simplification of protection schemes to operate LSs as radial systems where power always flows in one direction. Another reason was a synchronization problem at the tie recloser where two sources may be out of step. This required synchronization at the tie recloser and complicates overall LS operation.
DGs may significantly influence LS design and operation. The major influence is on protective relaying requirements. Distribution systems must be protected from influences caused by DGs during faults and abnormal operating conditions. DGs must be protected from faults within DGs and from faults and abnormal operating conditions from distribution systems. These problems include overvoltage, over-excitation, unbalanced currents, and over/under frequency. Power may flow in both directions and synchronization becomes an issue. The level of current contribution during faults in distribution systems is a major parameter for protection design for both LSs and DGs. Different DG designs have different current contributions.
Synchronous Generators contribute currents during faults in subtransient and transient periods. The level depends on prefault conditions and machine and system characteristics.
Induction Generators contribute currents only during the subtransient period (several cycles).
Line-Commutated Inverters generally do not contribute currents because they stop to commutate when faults occur.
Forced-Commutated Inverters may contribute currents if fault current magnitudes do not exceed the inverter's capability to commutate.
Different DG types can coexist in the same Area EPS and may require different protection schemes. New recloser controls and multifunction relays can be used to integrate many protection functions into one device. Flexibility in implementing different protection schemes makes it possible for LSs to operate with different DGs and normally closed tie reclosers (Closed LSs). Figure 4 shows a DG integrated into a five-recloser LS. To demonstrate the complexity of protection requirements when LSs operate with DGs, faults at typical LS locations are presented. The main protection objective is to trip only the minimum amount of system when a fault occurs. Selected fault locations (F1 to F7) are shown in Figure 4 .
Fault at F1. For radial LS, recloser 1A must detect the fault and operate. Sectionalizing recloser 1B may or may not see the fault depending on the magnitude of the fault current supplied by the DG and the minimum pickup setting of the recloser. This implies that 1B must be equipped with directional overcurrent protection. If 1B operates, the section between 1B and 1D will become islanded. If not designed to island, the DG must be disconnected. For closed LS, 1A and 1B will operate and the rest of system will not be disturbed.
Fault at F2. For radial LS, both recloser 1B and the DG's interconnecting device must operate. Reclosing of 1B can proceed after the DG is disconnected. If reclosing is successful, the DG can be reconnected after synchronizing (if synchronizing is required). For closed LS, 1B and 1C will operate and the DG will be disconnected as well.
Fault at F3. For radial LS, recloser 1C should operate to clear the fault. Coordination between 1B and 1C and the DG should be obtained for a fault at this location. For closed LS, 1C and 1D will operate and the rest of system will not be disturbed.
Fault at F4. Bus differential or other selective protection will clear the fault. Circuit breaker/recloser 1A will operate. For radial LS, unless islanded operation is permitted, the DG must be disconnected. The DG can be re-energized after tie recloser 1D closes. Synchronization may be required. For closed LS, the system will not be disturbed if the fault is cleared fast enough.
Fault at F5. For radial LS, Circuit breaker/recloser 3A should operate and 1A should not trip. Depending on the type of DG, directional overcurrent protection may be needed at 1A. For closed LS, directional overcurrent protection is needed at 1A, 1B, and 1C.
Fault at F6. For radial LS, It is assumed the fault is on the fuse load side. In a fuse saving scheme, 1A should operate before the fuse. Recloser 1B should operate if the DG contributes to the fault current. The DG should be disconnected to prevent islanding. If there are significant installations of DGs and large magnitudes of fault current, the fuse may operate even though instantaneous overcurrent protection is used at 1A, 1B, and DG. For closed LS, when 1B operates, the DG does not need to be disconnected. Synchronization may be required to close 1A and 1B. If a fuse saving scheme is not used, the fuse will operate and rest of the system will not be disturbed.
Fault at F7. For both radial and closed LSs, in a fuse saving scheme the DG should disconnect. If a fuse saving scheme is not used, the fuse will operate and the rest of the system will not be disturbed.
Protection Requirements
LS and DG protection must detect both phase and ground faults and be coordinated such that the DG trips and permits subsequent reclosing in the distribution system. Fault Detection. Traditional methods use overcurrent relays for phase fault protection when DGs contribute current. However, measurement of only current may not be adequate since it is necessary to detect fault currents that may have decreased to values less than full load currents of the DG. Voltage-controlled overcurrent protection may be used. Directional overcurrent protection may also be desirable for feeders with connected DGs. Protection must be coordinated to trip for faults on the protected feeder but not trip for faults on adjacent feeders. If DGs do not contribute to the fault current, a collapse in the system voltage during faults can be used for fault detection.
Ground fault protection depends on the DG transformer connection and distribution system neutral treatment. If the DG transformer is connected delta wye-grounded, overcurrent protection in the transformer neutral can be used when sensitivity of operation can be achieved. If the neutral current is not available, a voltage method can be used instead (monitor phase-to-ground voltages or monitor the residual voltage across an open delta potential transformer). DG Protection. DG protection is not within the scope of this paper. However, to illustrate its complexity, consider the following protection functions that need to be implemented, depending on the type of DG: DC/AD converter; overcurrent; field; overexcitation; loss of excitation; motoring; underpower; abnormal frequency; out of step; and commutation failure protection. DG Transformer Protection. Power transformer protection practices apply to DG transformers.
NEW RECLOSER CONTROLS AND MULTIFUNCTION RELAYS
The previous sections demonstrate the complexity of LS protection when used in conjunction with DGs as well as the complexity of DG protection. Using traditional technology, a number of relays are required to cover all necessary protection and control functions. Extensive wiring will also be required to connect them.
New recloser controls and multifunction relays [3, 4] integrate many protection functions into a single device. Integration reduces the required number of devices per application and associated wiring. A single hardware platform with software can integrate protection and measurements for one feeder, which complies with the concept of "one feeder one relay". Multiple protection functions permit the interconnection of components within embedded software instead of external to the relay. Panel construction and wiring for all individual components are entirely avoided. This significantly reduces external wiring compared to traditional discrete devices, offering considerable cost savings.
The new technology recloser controls and multifunction relays improve protection while integrating additional functions such as metering, control, PLC, and communication into a single device. Protection is improved because the platform makes it possible to manipulate input voltage and current samples through different algorithms to obtain quantities such as phasors, symmetrical components, and frequency. This combination makes faster and more accurate decisions about faults in the system.
Both recloser controls and multifunction relays use the same software platform. PC-based software uses objectoriented programming (OOP) for scheme designing. Any changes to the scheme are self-documenting, as the relay cannot perform any function not visually drawn. Relay and control schemes can be rapidly developed for specific applications, which is very important when applied with DGs because different DG applications require different functions. When a scheme is constructed, it may be easily and quickly tested utilizing the Virtual Test Set (VTS) implemented in the program. The VTS simulates a simplified power system including a voltage source, source impedance, and line impedance. All types of faults can be simulated to test how the relay will operate and how closely every subfunction approaches its threshold.
Troubleshooting is simplified as event records can be examined and played back in the PC software "version" of the actual hardware, permitting examination of the behavior of every level of the relay and control functions. Protective Functions. Phase, ground and negative sequence overcurrent (each may be set for directional or non-directional operation); Sensitive Ground Fault overcurrent; four-shot programmable reclosing with sequence coordination; five levels of under frequency with automatic load shedding and restoration logic including voltage and current supervision; over/under voltage; negative and positive sequence overvoltage elements; reverse power; breaker fail-to-trip and fail-to-open; bus potential transformer fuse fail detection.
Control Logic. Synch-check for breaker closing with configurable Hot Bus/Dead Bus, Hot Line/ Dead Line control; cold load pickup logic; load encroachment logic; eight setting groups with a setting group copy feature; IDEA Workbench™ which provides virtually unlimited logic customization.
Measurements. Instantaneous metering including volts, amps, watts, vars, power factor and frequency; demand metering of amps, MW and MVAR; energy metering of amp-hours, MW-Hours and MVAR-Hours; load data logging with selectable logging interval from 6 seconds to 24 hours; harmonic voltage and current metering up to the 15 th harmonic. Monitoring Functions. Fault locator; sequence of events recording; Incipient Cable Splice Failure detection algorithm to provide advance notice of pending underground feeder cable splice faults; breaker health monitoring; oscillographic event capture; two DC voltage monitoring channels. 
